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Abstract
Over the past fifteen years, regional industrial cluster development has gained popularity as a
vital economic development strategy to boost competitiveness in a globalizing economy.
Moreover, many policy makers and academicians see industrial cluster analysis as the ultimate
policy panacea. With the mushrooming of industrial cluster studies, the relevant literature on
industrial clusters offers a wide variety of definitions and methodological approaches for
identifying clusters. This paper will take a closer look at past and present approaches to
industrial cluster analysis from different angles. It will first systematically explore the
theoretical foundations used to explain the phenomena of co-location of firms and businesses.
Secondly, numerous concepts and definitions used by cluster enthusiasts are then presented in
the context of their theoretical foundation. Then, using selected influential key cluster studies,
various methods of identifying industrial clusters are compared and contrasted with special
attention to the problem of addressing the notion of geographic proximity.
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INTRODUCTION
Akundi (2003), for instance, surveyed in
greater detail 25 state-level cluster studies
and found that 16 studies relied at least
partly on the use of quantitative
methodologies, of which 9 studies exclusively
relied on location quotients and shift-share
techniques. Doeringer and Terkla (1995) and
Rosenfeld (1997) already have emphasized
that these methods are by no means
sufficient, either alone or in combination, to
actually
identify
industrial
clusters,
suggesting
some
confusion
and
misunderstanding
with
respect
to
methodological
approaches
of
cluster
identification. Technically, location quotients
measure industrial specialization and shiftshare breaks down observed sectoral
industry growth into three distinct growth
components: a national, regional, and an
industry-specific growth factor. While these
economic base techniques are valid methods
for evaluating regional specialization and
growth by industry, they fail to account for
one main argument made by many cluster
enthusiasts: grouping industries according to
interindustry
interdependencies
as
expressed, for instance, by interindustry
trading patterns. For instance, the car
manufacturing industry in Detroit with all
its complementary suppliers would be such
an industrial cluster. In addition, economic
base techniques contribute little to the
understanding as to why firms and
businesses cluster spatially, a topic that has
been addressed in the recent literature
(Feser, Koo, Renski, and Sweeney, 2001).

Since the early 1990’s, industrial cluster
analyses have proliferated as an alternative
economic development (ED) strategy. The
Cluster Meta-Study by van der Linde and
Porter, both associated with the Harvard
Business School, collected information on
833 clusters from as many as 49 countries
until 2002 for various target industries at
different geographic scales. Akundi (2003) in
a survey of state cluster initiatives has
identified that as many as 40 states in the
U.S. have engaged to a greater or lesser
extent in industrial cluster analyses to
promote economic development. But despite
the increasing popularity of industrial
cluster theory for economic development
policy analyses there probably has never
been
more
chaos,
diffusion,
and
misinterpretation among ED practitioners
and academicians alike on proper cluster
definitions, appropriate cluster identification
methodologies, and their translation into
cluster-based economic development policies.
In other words, there exists no single
conceptual and analytical framework that,
when correctly applied, will help identifying
regional industrial clusters. On one hand it
appears that the conceptual framework of
cluster analysis is usually well understood.
Given that all concepts of cluster definitions
- the underlying principles for cluster
formations - can be explained by a rich body
of literature that took off with Marshall’s
original idea of specialized industrial
location (1890), one would expect consistency
in cluster theory, cluster identification, and
cluster-based economic development policies.
But the contrary becomes quickly apparent
when reading through relevant industrial
cluster literature. Overall, there appears to
be little evidence in the literature on how the
conceptual framework and its cluster
definition(s) are translated appropriately
into a methodological approach which in
return allows an identification of industrial
clusters useful for shaping economic
development policies.
vom Hofe and Chen

Porter’s (1990) now prominent book The

Competitive

Advantage

of

Nations

indisputably contributed significantly to the
renaissance of today’s cluster theory and has
released an avalanche of cluster studies.
Porter widened the conceptual avenue of
cluster theory in his Diamond of Advantage,
where he sees national competitive
advantage as being built on four main pillars
- namely, factor conditions; demand
conditions;
related
and
supporting
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definitions that can be derived from the
rationale and the driving forces for
geographic proximity – the concepts; and iii)
the qualitative and quantitative methods
and techniques applied to identify industrial
clusters – the methodologies. We argue that
all three main aspects must be addressed
appropriately in a coherent way in order to
identify meaningful industrial clusters.

industries; and firm strategy, structure, and
rivalry. While Porter refocuses on the
innovative nature of competition rather than
on different aspects of cost minimization, the
more traditional comparative advantage
focal point of agglomeration economies, his
critics, for example Martin and Sunley
(2003), argue that Porter’s cluster concept is
rather intuitive and does not add
groundbreaking new insights to cluster
identification methods. Many of today’s
cluster enthusiasts, including Bergman and
Feser (1999, 2000) still rely on statistical
techniques introduced more than thirty
years ago by scholars like Czamanski (1974,
1979), Roepke et al. (1974) and Ó
hUallacháin (1984). More specifically, they
argue that input-output tables to some
extent reveal interindustry linkages and
thus may be useful for industrial cluster
identification.

This literature review is organized as
follows. The next section outlines the major
theories behind industrial cluster analysis—
that is, why firms cluster in geographic
proximity. In the third section, we explore
three different cluster concepts and
analytical methods: 1) clusters based on the
theoretical
principles
of
localization
economies, 2) clusters accounting for
interindustry relationships found in inputoutput analysis and 3) clusters that use a
wider theoretical base, i.e., account for more
than one single cluster characteristics. For
each of the three identified cluster concepts,
section four presents selected industrial
cluster
studies,
the
various
cluster
identification methodologies used, and key
findings. Additionally, we highlight how, if
at all, the issue of spatial proximity has been
addressed in the selected studies. Finally,
chapter five provides general conclusions
and remarks on cluster concepts.

So why is it that, unlike many other
disciplines in economic development, cluster
identification and therefore cluster-based
economic development policies, although
widely applied, are still subject to confusion?
Is the confusion attributable to a
misinterpretation of cluster building forces,
or simply a lack of understanding as to how
this methodology can help practitioners
improve locational competitiveness for
identified industrial clusters? Obviously, we
are not the first to take a closer look at
selected and influential industrial cluster
publications and studies. The main goal of
this paper is to provide a coherent and
comprehensive review of the relevant
industrial cluster literature. This review
focuses primarily on cluster concepts that
are grounded in pure agglomeration theory,
industrial complex theory and the fusion of
locational
analysis
with
input-output
analysis. Taking a regional science
perspective on clusters, we try to make the
connection between: i) why establishments
tend to concentrate geographically – the
explanations for industries to group in
geographic proximity; ii) the various cluster
vom Hofe and Chen

HISTORICAL PRECEDENTS OF TODAY’S
INDUSTRIAL CLUSTER THEORIES:
FINDING THE EXPLANATIONS FOR
WHY FIRMS CLUSTER
There is little doubt concerning the relevance
of geographic proximity of firms to one
another and to large market areas, and
accordingly
location
theory
has
a
longstanding tradition in economic theory.
Von Thünen’s (1826) conceptual model of the
relationship between markets, productions,
and transportation can be seen as one of the
earliest approaches to spatial economics.
According to von Thünen’s model, farmers
maximize profits based on market prices net
4
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of production and transport costs. Outcome
is a land use model where mono-functional
land uses (i.e., different farming activities)
are distributed in concentric rings around
the central market place. Highly productive
activities, such as gardening and dairy
production, are close to the central market
and less productive: for instance, livestock
farming is located further away. 2 In this
sense, von Thünen’s model is very similar to
Ricardo’s classical locational analysis, where
differences in the profitable cultivation of
land are important. From a microeconomic
perspective, von Thünen’s concentric rings
guarantee an upward sloping supply curve
while any factor substitution or any
marginality concepts are absent from the
model. Launhardt (1885) and Weber (1909)
conceptualized what can be seen as a second
type of classical location analysis. In the
Launhardt-Weber model, the focus shifted
from different types of land uses to the
production functions of firms. Here, cost
minimizing firms face fixed input-input and
fixed
input-output
relationships.
The
quantity of inputs required and the quantity
of
outputs
produced
together
with
transportation costs became the major issues
for cost minimizing firms (McCann and
Sheppard, 2003).

foster spatial cluster formation through
increasing returns to scale in the long run:
knowledge spillovers among firms, labor
market pooling, and cost advantages
produced by the sharing of industry-specific
non-traded inputs. Important in Marshall’s
localization economies is that all firms and
businesses belong to the same industry
sector and that proximity of firms in the
same industry increases the innovation
abilities of the whole industry in the locality.
It
was
Hoover
(1948)
who,
then,
subsequently explained, partly based on
Marshall’s principles, that agglomeration of
firms and businesses of the same or different
industry is important for individual firm
success. Hoover identified three types of
economic agglomeration: economies of
localization, economies of urbanization, and
internal returns to scale. Economies of
localization precisely follow Marshall’s three
sources of agglomeration, and as such are
external to firms and business within the
same industrial sector. Economies of
urbanization, a second external factor,
explains
geographic
proximity
of
establishments across different industry
sectors by emphasizing the beneficial effects
to firms and businesses from the existence of
large, diverse markets predominant in large
metropolitan areas. Internal returns to scale,
an internal location-specific factor, accrues
through the existence of large and
specialized factors of production. Here,
location
becomes
an
important
agglomeration force in that larger and more
specialized quantities of investment and
labor may lead to production cost advantages
and
technology
improvement
for
establishments. However, the differences
between these three economic agglomeration
forces can, depending on the definitions of
establishments and industry sectors, be very
blurry and overlapping (McCann, 2001).

Weber’s 1909 book on the Theory of the
of Industries recognized the
importance of location-specific economies of
scale in manufacturing geography. However,
Marshall (1890, 1920) is usually cited in the
relevant literature as the first to
acknowledge that the economic productivity
of firms and businesses results from the
location and proximity of economic agents to
each other. Marshall identified three specific
sources of agglomeration economies which

Location

Von Thünen assumed: that i) the marketplace is
in complete isolation from the rest of the world
without any trade activities, ii) all land
surrounding the market place is uniform, and iii)
there exists no transport infrastructure.

2
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Marshall and Hoover’s contribution to
explaining geographic proximity among
establishments paved the way for regional
economic development theories emerging in
5
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the 1950’s and 1960’s. Perroux (1950), for
instance, built upon Marshall’s and Hoover’s
theories of auxiliary industries in industrial
clusters by conceptualizing his growth pole /
development pole theories. In postSchumpeterian tradition, Perroux focused on
innovations and investments which are the
driving
forces
behind
industrial
development. Large vital and prevailing
firms – the growth poles – spread positive
economic effects onto other smaller firms in
geographic proximity, and as such growth
poles act as a catalyst of positive economic
development – the spread effects. The
downside of growth pole theory is that large
investments may also result in augmented
factor prices, leading to efficiency loss – the
backwash effects. Economic space, according
to Perroux, is a rather abstract and
homogenous environment in which firms and
businesses (or industries) buy from and sell
to one another following centrifugal and
centripetal forces. Later, Perroux (1988)
added to his theory the notion of time in that
growth poles pass through two stages: a first
stage in which firms and businesses cluster,
and a second stage in which growth spreads
to the outside enterprise through the flow of
goods,
investment,
and
information.
core-periphery model
Myrdal’s
(1957)
addresses spatial concentration of economic
activities, and therefore sustained economic
growth, by focusing on geographic dualism in
economic activities. Myrdal underlined the
fact that labor and capital agglomerate at
locations where they can obtain the highest
return in a free market. Circular and
cumulative causation effects then explain
why more developed regions, with a
competitive advantage in factor endowments
and modern sectors, are inevitably able to
strengthen their competitive advantage
while simultaneously disadvantaged regions
with more traditional sectors fall further
behind. According to the available mix of
factor endowments, regions thus will show
differences with respect to the composition of
industry groupings and their contributions
to economic development. Important with
vom Hofe and Chen

respect to the cluster concept is also the idea
of path dependence which adds a time
component to cluster theory. Self-reinforcing,
cumulative processes elucidate innovations
and investment decisions which in return
directly form regional economic systems,
industry sectors, and social and institutional
structures (Britton, 2004). Thus, industrial
clusters evolve according to the path
dependency and can be classified as
emerging, existing, or regressing industrial
clusters. Vernon (1966) in his product cycle
theory argues that the location of firms is
influenced by a combination of market
demand, technology change, and labor costs.
As innovation activities concentrate in
technically more advanced countries, more
standardized production spreads to less
developed areas. Vernon also added the time
component to the concept of geographic
proximity. According to Vernon, firms and
businesses go through a series of
technological and geographical transition
stages. New products are developed in highly
advanced and modern industrial clusters
that exhibit a high level of knowledge
spillovers in Marshallian tradition. Vernon
further
stresses
that
regional
competitiveness depends to a large extent on
demand market change, technology change,
and change in production costs, all of which
are subject to dynamic changes. Time
becomes an important component when
establishments make their choices about
where to locate, and analogously industrial
clusters are dynamic structures by nature.
For regional economic development policies,
this plays an important role as the maturity
of a product – the product cycle – dictates the
stage of a cluster. And each of the stages in
the product cycle has different and often very
specific factor requirements.
Isard et al. (1956) actually coined the
expression industrial complex. Recognizing
that
one
specific
product
can
be
manufactured by multiple activities, they
developed the trailblazing application of
using an input-output table to quantifying
6
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the cost advantage of combining a region’s
industrial
activities
characterized
by
intensive forward and backward inputoutput linkages. Isard et al. contributed the
conceptual understanding of agglomeration
economies in their pioneering work on the
association
of
economic
interindustry
linkages with geographic proximity, a
concept related to the fixed coefficient model
of Launhardt-Weber. Parallel to the Isard et
al. fusion of locational analysis with inputoutput analysis, Moses (1958) revised the
classical
Launhardt-Weber
model
by
incorporating a neoclassical production
function into the original classical location
theory model. The outcome is a neoclassical
production-location
model
where
the
technical factor relationships are now
endogenous to the model and are defined by
the firm’s production function. A second
development in classical location analysis
was the introduction of models based on the
fixed coefficient framework of von Thünen.
Alonso (1964), Muth (1969), Mills (1970), and
Evans (1973) have given much attention to
integrating factor substitutability between
land and a composite factor (i.e., labor and
capital) into the classical von Thünen
framework to develop the neoclassical land
use model. But despite all conceptual
revisions, none of the neoclassical location
theory models adequately explain why
economic activities tend to group in
geographical space (McCann and Sheppard,
2003).

nourishing industrial atmosphere, which is
essential for successful urban economic
regeneration or continued development.
According
to
Chinitz,
urbanization
economies have a higher prospect of
successful economic development than
localization economies.
The influence of scale economies onto
geographic concentration is also often the
focal point of urban and regional economists
with a focus on the spatial organization of
industries. Henderson (1974) emphasizes the
agglomerative effects of positive spillovers
between firms in geographic proximity. In a
perfectly competitive environment with
constant returns to scale, external sources of
agglomeration in Marshallian tradition
encourage
regional
specialization.
In
contrast, Krugman (1991b) departs from
microeconomic location theory based on
constant returns and perfect competition by
assuming increasing returns to scale and a
monopolistic market structure. Consumer
preferences in product variety, combined
with fixed production costs, lead to
specialization at the firm level which
explains the existence of a monopolisticcompetitive market structure. After all, it is
cheaper to produce one single product in
large quantity rather than a variety of
products in smaller quantities. With
production costs fixed, transport costs
become an important factor in the firm’s cost
minimization process. Transport costs can be
minimized first by reducing the shipping
costs between firms for intermediate demand
within the value chain, and secondly by
locating firms and businesses in proximity to
large markets (i.e., urbanization economies).
In Krugman’s model, both internal scale
economy and urbanization economies then
help increase profits at the firm level.

Chinitz (1961), based on observations from
New York and Pittsburgh, conceptualized his
incubator model which states that
established older cities have the advantage
of acting as an incubator that creates new
firms,
businesses,
and
economic
opportunities. The level of diversification of
industrial clusters provides the nourishing
soil for small and new startup firms to grow
by providing a wide range of production
factors and input markets. The incubation of
new
business
activities
becomes
a
substantial ingredient for establishing a
vom Hofe and Chen

In a more recent paper, McCann and
Sheppard (2003) made a strong argument for
reconsidering the microeconomic foundations
of
industrial
location
theory.
More
specifically, the authors argued for
7
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reconciling the methodological basis of
traditional location theory models, the
classical location theory models by von
Thünen and Launhardt-Weber, and the
neoclassical location theory models by Alonso
(1964) and Moses (1958) with the recent
models of industrial clusters (i.e., Porter,
1990, 1998) and new economic geography
(i.e., Fujita et al., 1999). The authors view
new advances in data availability and
communication technologies, new academic
fashions, and new international institutional
arrangements as driving the need for
integration. Moreover, the need is made
more urgent by the absence in the new
economic geography and clustering literature
of consideration of certain factors important
to the locational decision-making process of
firms – the firm’s production function,
location-specific production costs, or whether
transactions are external or internal to the
firm. The fact that most recent cluster
studies show a lack of microeconomic rigor
requires a rethinking of the different
theoretical
assumptions
underlying
industrial clustering. Grounded in classical
and neoclassical location theory, McCann
and Sheppard propose: i) to pay specific
attention to the organizational structure of
the individual firm and the interrelations of
co-located firms, ii) to identify the nature
and behavior of the spatial transaction costs
faced by modern firms, and iii) to account for
changes in the interdependencies between
firms and for changes in the natures of
spatial transaction costs.

INDUSTRIAL CLUSTER CONCEPTS AND
THEIR METHODOLOGICAL
IDENTIFICATION
Having discussed the theories behind firm
spatial co-location, in this section we will
take a closer look at how these various
agglomeration theories have been translated
into cluster concepts. By cluster concept we
understand the way industrial clusters are
being defined, described, or explained. The
vast body of relevant industrial cluster
literature exhibits an astonishingly large
number of similar but still different cluster
concepts. Generally, while all cluster
concepts appear to have their roots to a more
or lesser extent in agglomeration theory, the
fact that there is no unique and coherent
theory of agglomeration economies is also
mirrored in the variety of concepts and
definitions of industrial clusters. And as one
might already guess, this is further evident
in that the literature exhibits a tremendous
number of methods to identify industrial
clusters. After all, different cluster concepts
and identification methods and the prospect
of achieving different results gives room for
practitioners and policy analysts to question
which concepts and methods to use and, at
least to some extent, justifies the criticism on
cluster-based economic development policies.
In this section, we will group ‘comparable’
cluster concepts together, based primarily on
similarities they share when tracing back
their roots to agglomeration economies, or
cluster theories. Overall we distinguish
between
three
conceptually
different
industrial cluster concepts (Chen, 2005):

In the next section, we take a closer look at
various
industrial
concepts
and
methodological approaches used to identify
industrial clusters. Given the wide variety of
methodologies, this review focuses primarily
on traditional regional science concepts and
methods and different approaches to
measuring geographic proximity between
industries.

1) Industrial clusters following the
theoretical principles of localization
economies à la Marshall and shown in
the work by Rosenfeld, 1995; Schmitz
and Nadvi, 1999; Swann and
Prevezer, 1996 for instance.
2) Industrial cluster definitions which
are derived mainly based on

interindustry relationships found in

vom Hofe and Chen
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input-output tables, and seen in the
work of Czamanski (1974, 1979), Ó
hUallacháin (1984), Redman (1994),
Roepke et al. (1974), and Bergman
and Feser (1999, 2000).

Though the concept of localization economies
is well understood, its manifestation into a
sound
cluster
concept
and
cluster
identification method requires careful
deliberations. A commonly used way of
translating the idea of localization economies
into a cluster concept is accomplished by the
means of regional industrial specialization.
Evidently, knowledge spillovers, labor
market pooling, and the sharing of industryspecific non-traded inputs fosters the
clustering of establishments and therefore,
at least to a certain degree, should lead to
regional specialization. The question on
whether or not regional specialization
mirrors
localization
economies
has
repeatedly been addressed in the literature.
Rosenthal and Strange (2004), for instance,
suggest, based on the case of Silicon Valley,
that the high presence of computer-based
businesses reflects regional specialization
and consistency with the ideas of localization
economies. Hanson (2000, pp.4) in his survey
of empirical work on the geographic
concentration of economic activity interprets
Marshall’s idea as: ‘the existence of localized

3) Industrial cluster concepts which
encompass the widest spectrum of
arguments explaining why
establishments group in geographic
proximity, including economies of

localization and urbanization,
internal returns to scale, value chain
linkage, and technology innovation
among others, and which follow
closely Porter’s (1990, 1998)
theoretical approach.

What we refer to above as first cluster
concept
relates
closely
to
regional
specialization in Marshallian tradition. In its
broadest meaning, industrial clusters are
conceptualized as groups of establishments
belonging to the same industry sector within
regional
geographic
boundaries.
As
Rosenfeld (1995, pp. 12) put it: ‘A cluster is a

loose, geographically bounded agglomeration
of similar, related firms that together are
able to achieve synergy.’ Similarly, Swann

externalities implies that firms prefer to be
near large agglomerations of other firms in
their own industry or related industries. An
urban hierarchy arises in which cities
specialize in different industries’. Clearly,

and Prevezer (1996, pp. 1139) define
industrial clusters as ‘groups of firms within
one industry based in one geographic area’.
Hill and Brennan (2000, pp. 67) see the
concentration of firms in the same industry
as a necessary condition of industrial
clusters by defining a competitive industrial
cluster as: ’concentration of competitive

Hanson
emphasizes
the
conceptual
connection between regional specialization
and localization economies while at the same
time implying that this specialization can be
seen in the local emerging of industries.
However, it is to be cautioned that regional
industrial specialization may not necessarily
imply the existence of an industrial cluster.
A place that is dominated by only one super
firm / industry exhibits a strong regional
specialization, but one large establishment is
by no means a cluster, or group of
establishments. For instance, a small college
town with a large research university, like
Ithaca in upstate New York, will show
strong evidence of local specialization in
education. Nevertheless, besides Cornell

firms or establishments in the same
industry.’ Brenner (2004) defines a local
industrial
industrial
cluster
as
‘an
agglomeration that is caused by local selfaugmenting processes’. The 1970s literature
on Italian industrial districts, as reviewed by
Becattini (1990) and Sforzi (1990), parallels
Marshall, with greater focus on the social
aspects.

vom Hofe and Chen
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University,
Ithaca
College
and
the
mandatory public school system, there will,
with the exception of some copy and candy
shops, be no significant groupings of
educational or supporting facilities - an
example which underlines the fact that the
existence of one dominant establishment in a
place does not necessarily meet the
requirements to be called an industrial
cluster. It is also possible to have a large
number of linked firms in an industry but
not be specialized (as, for instance, the
biotech industry in New York City) while at
the same time a small location quotient can
occur for an area with a cluster.

whether an industry sector consists of
numerous firms and businesses of various
sizes – an industrial cluster – or has only one
large-scale enterprise. The former could be
the result of external agglomeration sources
à la Marshall, yet the latter is a case of
positive internal scale economies.
Isard (1959) in his industrial complex
concept set the stage for what we classify as
a second industrial cluster concept. More
specifically, he shows one way to expand the
within-industry concept localization-based
cluster analysis where all firms belong to the
same
industry
by
accounting
for
interindustry linkages. Iammarino and
McCann (2005, pp. 7) characterize this type
of spatial cluster as ‘long-term stable and

If specialization is the preferred way to
measure industrial clusters based on
localization economies, location quotient
method is then the common practice to
identify
regional
specialization
as
demonstrated among others by Munnich et
al. (1998), Rex (1999), Botham et al. (2001),
and Peters (2004). Location quotients, which
measure
regional
specialization
by
comparing local employment shares by
industry to employment shares of a
benchmark region (e.g., the nation), are
conceptually
easy
to
understand,
straightforward to apply, require almost no
time, and necessary data (such as regional
employment) are readily available. While
location quotients suffer from various
theoretical shortcomings - such as the selfsufficiency assumption of the benchmark
region, absence of cross-hauling, equal
productivity, and consumption of region
versus the benchmark region - a main
drawback for industrial cluster identification
is the fact that by no means can one argue
that a ‘large’ location quotient is an
inevitable indicator for the existence of
industrial
clusters.
More
specifically,
location
quotients
can
under
no
circumstances differentiate between external
and internal scale economies. A large
location quotient by itself cannot identify

vom Hofe and Chen

predictable relations between the firms in
the cluster, involving frequent transactions’

and emphasize the model’s conceptual
relationship to classical (Weber, 1909) and
neoclassical
(Moses,
1958)
locationproduction models. We see its importance in
that Isard’s concept is based on input-output
forward and backward linkages which allow
cluster formations of establishments that are
interrelated in the production value chain
and do not necessarily belong to the same
industry. While Isard (1959, pp. 33) loosely
referred to his industrial complex as a: ‘set of

activities at a specific location which are
linked by certain technical and production
interrelations’, Roepke et al. (1974, pp. 15)
described an industrial complex as: ‘a base
group of industries that have similar
patterns of transactions, and it also includes
other industries, which are major suppliers
or markets for those within the group.’
Czamanski and Ablas (1979, pp. 62) then
explicitly
distinguished
between
the
interrelated concepts of industrial cluster
and industrial complex: ‘cluster means a

subset of industries of the economy
connected by flows of goods and services
stronger than those linking them to the

10
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other sectors of the national economy. The
concept is thus devoid of any spatial
connotation. A complex, on the other hand,
has been defined as a group of industries
connected by important flows of goods and
services, and showing in addition a
significant similarity in their locational
pattern. Thus, complexes emphasize the
spatial aspect of industrial concentration.’ At

definition which in itself reflects both
relationships described by Ó hUallacháin:
direct
value
chain
linkages
and
complementary relationships.
All industrial cluster concepts belonging to
what we see as a second cluster concept have
one common denominator - namely, the use
of interindustry transactions as illustrated
by input-output tables. While most studies
based on input-output tables define
industrial clusters as spatial concentrations
of industry groups based on their value chain
linkages, disagreement still exists as to the
appropriate method that would reveal
similarity in trading patterns. Major
methods applied to input-output tables can
be grouped to include two major categories:
direct value chain linkage analysis and
trading pattern analysis.

the same time, the use of input-output tables
for identifying industrial complexes/clusters
became more and more subject to criticism.
Latham III (1976), for instance, pointed out
that input-output tables are purely aspatial
and therefore fail to meet the locational
criteria of industrial complexes, leading to
the conclusion that they are unsuitable to
help identifying industrial complexes. Ó
hUallacháin (1984) reevaluated the use of
input-output tables for industrial cluster
identification.
More
specifically,
Ó
hUallacháin distinguished between vertical
linkages – successive linkages in the
production chain – and complementary
linkages, which Ó hUallacháin refers to as
the result of scale economies external to the
firm but internal to the industry. As Ó
hUallacháin (1984, pp. 421) put it: ‘grouping

•

Direct

value

chain

analysis

groups
industries into clusters based on vertical
production chain linkages. The basic
criterion is that industries with strong
transaction links above a predetermined
threshold value are grouped as industrial
clusters (Botham et al., 2001; San Diego
Association of Governments, 2001). Another
important step besides direct value chain
analysis is to detect co-location among
industries through a separate locational
analysis.

sectors that are exactly or nearly
homogenous in input (or output) is not
unlike
identifying
complementary
relationships.’ In this sense, he emphasized

the usefulness of input-output tables for
identifying complementary relationships, but
at the same time acknowledged the
shortcomings of principal components
analysis for detection of vertical value chain
linkages. More recently, input-output-based
industrial
cluster
analysis
regained
popularity as seen, for instance, in the work
by Bergman and Feser (1999), Doeringer and
Terkla (1995) and Hill and Brennan (2000).
Feser and Lugar (2002, pp. 3) also provided a
regional cluster concept: ‘concentrations of

Latham III (1976) proposed the integration
of locational analysis by calculating first
correlation coefficients for each pair of
industry employment, in his case for a total
of 377 regions in the US. Co-location is
present when industry pairs have correlation
coefficients greater than a preset threshold
value. In a second step, the author examines
the input-output table to seek out the above
average interindustry trade links of these

businesses that co-locate because of trading
(buyer-supplier) relationships and/or to
share common factor markets (including
infrastructure, knowledge resources, and
labor) and/or common goods markets,’ a
vom Hofe and Chen
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pre-selected industries. Strong interindustry
linkages, then, are evidence of spatial
concentrations of industries with significant
trading activities.

may result in messy graphs complicated in
their interpretation, while high cutoff points
would inevitable mean loosing a lot of
valuable information, as recognized by
Czamanski et al. (1979).
•

While the direct value chain method gives a
full picture of interindustry linkages for a
geographic region, it also suffers from severe
shortcomings. First, the findings when using
direct value chain method are very sensitive
to preset threshold values. There is no
rationale for choosing these threshold
values, and since the literature fails to
suggest reasonable cutoff points, the decision
is up to the discretion of the policy analyst.
Second, a mismatch of geographic scales for
locational
and
interindustry
linkage
analyses
can
lead
to
serious
misinterpretations. As Zeller (2001) found,
spatial concentration does not necessarily
imply a close network of input-output
relationships within an industrial cluster, a
problem present when matching small-scale
locational
analysis
with
large-scale
interindustry transaction analysis.

There are two different methods to group
industries according to their similarity in
terms of trading patterns: statistical cluster
and discriminant analysis, and principal
component factor analysis.

Statistical cluster analysis and discriminant
analysis, multivariate statistical analysis

techniques, group industries according to
common variances in input-output tables
(Hill & Brennan, 2000; Rey, 2000). The main
focus is on the identification of similarities
among industries in their buying / selling
patterns. More specifically, statistical cluster
analysis sorts industries according to
statistical variances calculated between
pairs of industries from the input-output
tables. In a second step, discriminant
analysis tests the goodness of fit of these
prior cluster assignments by utilizing
meaningful test statistics. Finally, using
additional information such as regional
specialization, multiplier effects, export
activities and industry growth, a clusterspecific driver industry is determined (Hill
and Brennan, 2000). In practice, this
approach is of a rather academic value in
that the derived industrial clusters are
mutually exclusive, meaning that one
industry can belong to one cluster only.
Experience, however, shows that this might
not hold in reality as, for example, service
industries (such as wholesale trade or
transportation and warehousing) usually
serve numerous manufacturing industries
simultaneously.
And
therefore
these
industries can be a major component of more
than one single industrial cluster.

Graph-theoretic analysis visualizes direct
value chain linkages embedded in inputoutput tables. The starting point is the
transformation of the input-output matrix,
the transaction table, into an adjacency
matrix of ones and zeros. If the cell entry in
the transaction table is above a preset
threshold value, then a ‘1’ is assigned to the
cell, and otherwise given a ‘0’. The next step
graphs
the
identified
significant
interindustry linkages (i.e., the ones) of the
adjacency matrix where the nodes represent
industries and the connectors symbolize the
industry flows. Groups of industries forming
a set of mutually reachable points are then
defined as strong components (Campbell,
1971). Again, the outcome of the graphtheoretic analysis depends both on the use of
preset cutoff values and the simplification of
interindustry transactions into binary
relationships. Using low-end cutoff values
vom Hofe and Chen
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Principal Component Factor Analysis (PCA),

and called it R-mode analysis. Alternatively,
the authors identified similarities in selling
patterns among industries by using the
transposed transaction matrix, Q-mode
analysis. In either case, industries with the
highest factor loadings – i.e., the highest
correlation of the industry with the cluster –
are identified as the core industries, and
industries with lower loadings are the
secondary industries. Czamanski (1974)
proposed another variant of the PCA to
account for interindustry linkages which are
neglected in either R-mode or Q-mode
analyses. First, both the transaction table
and the transposed transaction table are
normalized, achieved by dividing the cell
entries by the corresponding column totals.
Secondly, the normalized transaction and
transposed transaction tables are correlated
with each other. And lastly, a symmetric
intercorrelation matrix is derived by
selecting the largest correlation coefficients
from
the
four
resulting
symmetric
submatrices, in turn subject to the principal
components factor analysis. 4 But regardless
of which data matrix is used in the PCA,
identifying interindustry relationships is no
guarantee for geographic proximity of
industries to one another, particularly when
using national input-output tables. In
addition, all methods using input-output
tables can be subject to potential biases
when using aggregated input-output tables
with restricted numbers of industries.

a factor analytic data reduction method, is
the most widely applied industrial cluster
method
using
input-output
tables.
Introduced in the 1970’s by widely-cited
scholars like Czamanski (1974) and Roepke
et al. (1974), and heavily criticized - for
instance by Latham III (1976) - it presently
regained wide popularity as evident in the
work of Bergman and Feser (1999), Feser
and Bergman (2000), Feser and Sweeney
(2002), and Patton (2003). Its popularity can
partly be attributed to the fact that it
overcomes
the
mutual
exclusiveness
restriction of statistical cluster analysis and
discriminant analysis, and therefore an
industry sector can be part of several
clusters simultaneously.

Generally, principal components factor
analysis reduces the number of correlated
variables – the column vectors in a matrix –
to a smaller number of conceptually
meaningful dimensions – the factors. The
goal is to get a small number of latent factors
which explain observed correlations between
variables (i.e., industries) using the
maximum common variance criteria between
variables and a factor. 3 Applying PCA to the
input-output framework means reducing the
number of industries to a smaller set of
industrial
clusters
which
explain
a
maximum amount of variances in the inputoutput table. In other words, instead of
recognizing interindustry transactions in a
400x400 input-output table, for instance, we
now would be facing a reduced table with
maybe 15 latent factors which might account
for as much as 80 – 90 percent of the original
interindustry correlations in the inputoutput table. Conceptually straightforward,
it however offers several possibilities on how
to employ the input-output table. Roepke et
al. (1974) employed the original transaction
matrix to group industries into factors
according to similarities in buying patterns
3

The third cluster concept referenced in this
review brings us back to Porter and his
Diamond of Advantage. So far, described
industrial cluster concepts were more
confined to specific agglomeration economic
theories,
like
Marshall’s
localization
economies and Isard’s industrial complex.
Porter (1990, pp. 3) broadened the scope of
Both Czamanski (1979) and Bergman and Feser
(1999) provide a detailed step-by-step description
of how to derive the symmetric intercorrelation
matrix.

4

Tinsley and Tinsley (1987)

vom Hofe and Chen
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industrial cluster concepts substantially in
defining
clusters
as:
‘geographic

strategies aiming at promoting regional
competitiveness. However, in terms of
industrial cluster theory, Porter’s concept is
more intuitive than grounded in logic, and
rather than being a modeling framework
that can be rigorously applied in practice it
remains, to some extent, generic and a vague
way of thinking about regional economic
development.

concentrations of inter-connected companies
and institutions in a particular field.
Clusters encompass an array of linked
industries and other entities important to
competition. They include, for example,
suppliers of specialized inputs such as
components, machinery, and services, and
providers of specialized infrastructure.
Clusters also often extend downstream to
channels and customers and laterally to
manufacturers of complementary products
and to companies in industries related by
skills, technologies or common inputs.
Finally, many clusters include governmental
and other institutions - such as universities,
standard-setting agencies, think tanks,
vocational training providers, and trade
associations - that provide specialized
training, education, information, research,
and technical support.’ Clearly, Porter’s

Clearly, Porter is not trying to explain a
firm’s decision on where to locate by leaning
on location-specific comparative advantage,
such as land, natural resources, or
amenities. Porter suggests that spatial
proximity of establishments creates a
favorable
economic
environment
of
competitiveness
and
innovations,
an
environment which strengthens productivity
and economic growth through the transfers
of technology and information. Porter’s oftencited Diamond of Advantage identifies four
determinants where governments in a proactive way can act as catalysts to foster
competition:

cluster concept is more a synopsis of
accepted agglomeration phenomena rather
than
new
groundbreaking
insights
explaining the reasons for firms to group in
space. On one side, this cluster concept
reflects onto Isard’s industrial complex based
on interindustry transactions, i.e., the
vertical relationships. On the other side, it
also mirrors Hoover who recognized the
importance of specialized factors of
production, and the existence of large and
diverse markets in addition to pure
localization forces, i.e., the horizontal
relationships. Furthermore, Porter’s cluster
concept also exhibits social network
characteristics as described in more detail by
McCann and Sheppard (2003). The
uniqueness, however, of Porter’s approach
lies in his business philosophy of competition
rather than locational competitiveness. As
Martin and Sunley (2003) point out, Porter is
successful
in
that
he
promotes
competitiveness, a concept which appeals to
politicians and policy makers. Rather than
developing a purely theoretical framework
that is difficult to translate into policy
actions, Porter offers applicable business
vom Hofe and Chen

i) firm strategy, structure, and rivalry
are dynamic conditions and direct
competition leads to continuous
increases in productivity and
innovations.
factor
ii) creating
specialized
conditions including skilled labor,
capital, and infrastructure.
iii) changing demand conditions, such
as increases in product variety and
cheaper, better products pressure
firms to invest and innovate.
iv) geographic
proximity
of
downstream and upstream related
and supporting industries facilitates
exchange of information, ideas, and
innovations.
While this Porter-type cluster is quite fuzzy,
similar cluster concepts are seen in Redman
(1994, pp. 37) and Hill and Brennan (2000,
pp. 67). Redman defines an industrial cluster
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as ‘a pronounced geographic concentration of
production chains for one product or a range
of similar products, as well as linked
institutions
that
influence
the
competitiveness of these concentrations (e.g.
education, infrastructure and research
programs).’ Hill and Brennan provide a

third cluster type, social network, goes back
to the work by Granovetter (1973) and
Williamson (1975) where mutual trust

relations between key decision-making
agents in different organizations lead to

reduced inter-firm transaction costs in the
absence of opportunism (McCann and
Sheppard, pp. 657). Here, the co-location of
firms
fosters
a
positive
business
environment of mutual trust, risk-taking
and cooperation. Using the London region as
an example, the study by Gordon and
McCann concludes that the data cannot

cluster concept that emphasizes the
relationship among the different components
in a cluster: ‘we define a competitive

industrial
cluster
as
a
geographic
concentration of competitive firms or
establishments in the same industry that
either have close buy-sell relationships with
other industries in the region, use common
technologies, or share a specialized labor
pool that provides firms with a competitive
advantage over the same industry in other
places.’ He also used a combination of

provide clear measures of the comparative fit
of the three ideal-typical models to the
pattern of specialization in the London
economy. In other words, none of the

concepts by itself can explain the existence of
all observable clusters, and elements of each
of the three cluster types may co-exist in
certain industries and / or regions. For
cluster analysts this means more confusion
when interpreting the analytical cluster
results or translating the results into
cluster-based economic development policies.

location quotients, industry-specific wages
and discriminant analysis to identify the
clusters. Altogether, the all-inclusive cluster
concepts presented by Porter, Redman, and
Hill and Brennan have attractive features
for rethinking the promotion of economic
development, but at the same time the
concepts fail to offer a sound methodology
that would actually enable ED practitioners
to translate the concepts into action.

SELECTED INDUSTRIAL CLUSTER
STUDIES
Bearing the concepts and methodologies of
industrial cluster theory in mind, in this
section we will review some selected,
influential cluster studies which serve
practitioners as well as academicians as
blueprints for regional cluster studies. It also
became apparent that while most studies
were able to address the industrial cluster
criteria appropriately, not all studies were
able to specify whether or not identified
clusters can be labeled industrial complexes.
Altogether, many of the surveyed cluster
studies in this review have utilized location
quotients
to
identify
advantageous
industries and / or utilized interindustry
connectivity exhibited in input-output tables.
Furthermore, relatively few industrial
cluster studies have appropriately addressed
the spatial criterion necessary to label a

Although beyond the scope of this literature
review, this paper would be incomplete
without at least referring to the works of
Gordon and McCann (2000) and McCann
and Sheppard (2003), two cluster studies
which identify three different cluster types.
One
cluster
type,
labeled
pure
agglomeration, is best represented by
Marshall’s model of agglomeration and
through later work by Krugman and Fujita.
A second cluster type is the industrial
complex model which is conceptually
grounded in the classical (Weber, 1909) and
neoclassical
(Moses,
1958)
locationproduction models and analytically carried
out through the use of input-output analysis.
So far, their definition is coherent with the
cluster classification used in this review. A
vom Hofe and Chen
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relevant cluster literature, many studies
supplemented location quotients analysis
with information on interindustry linkages
as found in input-output tables. For
instance, Hill and Brennan (2000) used
location quotients and changes in the
region's share of national employment in the
industry to sort out driver industries that
build the economic base of the region. Then a
regional based input-output table using 3
digit SIC codes has been analyzed through
statistical and discriminant cluster analysis
to find out the industries that are similar to
the driver industries in terms of the trading
patterns. Though the regional input-output
table combines their suppliers and customer
industries with driver industries to form
industrial clusters, the input-output table
does not provide proof of comparative
advantage from these suppliers or buyers to
the driver industries. In similar fashion,
Botham et al. (2001) identified exportoriented industries at the national level in
the United Kingdom using location
quotients. Using the input-output table,
industries which have strong direct and
indirect ties to these exporting industries are
grouped into clusters. Another study by
Peters (2004) also relies on the use of output
and employment location quotients to
identify target industries in Missouri.
Common in all these studies is the reliance
on location quotients for identifying local
driver industries within the target region. At
the same time, supplementary use of inputoutput tables addresses the problem of using
location quotients as the sole methodological
cluster identification.

group of industries an industrial complex. In
other words, not all studies explicitly
accounted for whether or not firms are
actually co-located next to one another.
Utilizing location quotients as the main tool
to identify regional specialization in the
Marshallian tradition (i.e., our first cluster
concept) is a common and widely used
approach for identifying industrial clusters –
either by themselves or in combination with
other qualitative and / or quantitative
methods. Rex (1999), for instance, in his
cluster analysis for thirteen counties in
Arizona, relies on location quotients as the
main method to find county-level industrial
clusters that in turn serve as economic
bases. However, there is no further
discussion of how these clusters have
formed, nor is their implication for policy
suggestions provided. Bergman and Feser
(1999) see location quotients as efficient
when the focus is on identifying regional
specialization, but reinforce the critiques of
both Doeringer and Terkla (1995) and
Rosenfeld (1997) by emphasizing that
location quotients reveal no information on
interindustry relationships, and therefore
need to be supplemented by more
sophisticated techniques - for instance,
input-output analysis. Munnich et al. (1998)
started their industrial cluster study
covering eighteen counties in Southwest
Minnesota
and
identifying
regional
specialization by applying location quotients.
Subsequently, industries with high location
quotients have been diagnosed qualitatively
following
Porter’s
four
cornerstones
described in his Diamond of Competitive
Advantage. However, no evidence is found to
support Porter’s cluster argument and
presented policy suggestions are more based
on qualitative studies.

Cluster methodologies that clearly go along
with the second group of cluster concepts are
mainly based on the concept of interindustry
linkages, supplemented by spatial statistics
to measure the spatial concentration of the
grouped industries, as demonstrated in
Feser et al’s (2001) G* statistics and
locational coefficient in Harvard Business
School’s cluster mapping project. While

Recognizing the economic base as first step
for a more elaborate and detailed industrial
cluster analysis and as suggested by the

vom Hofe and Chen
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input-output tables have traditionally been
used in more descriptive ways to supplement
localization-based cluster studies, they also
provide the means for industrial cluster
studies which group industries based on
interindustry linkages as mapped by inputoutput tables. To address the aspatial nature
of input-output tables and to be able to
classify identified industry groups as
industrial complexes following Isard and
Czamanski,
many
cluster
studies
incorporated an additional approach with a
focus on measuring geographic proximity of
industries within industrial clusters. In this
section, we will pay particular attention to
how these two issues, i.e., interindustry
linkages and geographic proximity, have
been addressed.

falls
short
of
actually
capturing
interindustry transactions, the authors
followed Streit’s (1969) suggestion of
additionally testing the intensity of
interindustry
flows
within
identified
industrial complexes. They calculated all
interindustry linkage values between all
industries within one industrial complex
with factor loadings of above 0.65. In a next
step, a relative mean linkage value, derived
from these linkage values, is used as
evidence
of
interdependence
among
industries within one complex. The authors
conclude
that
they
have
identified
meaningful groupings of industries and the
use of the Streit Index provided enough
validity to call them industrial complexes.
Subsequently, and according to the authors,
this provides evidence that input-output
tables are usable in both spatial and aspatial
analysis.

Roepke et al. (1974) applied three principal
component factor analyses to a highly
aggregated (44x44) matrix of interindustry
linkages for the Province of Ontario: i) a
nondirectional
aggregated
transaction
matrix with combined flows between
industries 5 , ii) the transaction matrix (i.e.,
R-mode), and iii) the transposed transaction
matrix (i.e., Q-mode). Roepke et al. found
remarkable
similarities
between
the
outcomes of these three PCAs, namely
thirteen dimensions which account for
approximately 85 percent of the variance
found in the data. Based on these
resemblances, they argued for the existence
of clearly defined industrial complexes. 6
However, small differences occurred in the
makeup of individual components. Since
PCA groups industries according to
similarities in buying / selling patterns but

Another approach to applying principal
components analysis to input-out data is
demonstrated by Czamanski (1974, 1976) by
using a symmetric intercorrelation matrix
containing
the
highest
correlation
coefficients from a set of four zero order
coefficients. Using a (172x172) input-output
table of the U.S. economy, Czamanski
identified sixteen clusters, which as pointed
out by Czamanski are purely aspatial by
character.
In
a
subsequent
study
(Czamanski, 1976) using population and
employment data for 191 Standard
Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSA),
Czamanski identified whether or not
identified clusters fulfill the spatial
‘geographic proximity’ characteristic of
industrial complexes. To account for the
urban influence, the author first regressed
employment by industry i for each region k
(Eik) on the region’s population (Pk). The
urban influence implies that all regional
employment is distributed unevenly as
businesses, and thus employment is
attracted to inner cities which in return
depend on the size of the metropolitan

With aij denoting the dollar value of goods
purchased by industry j (input) from industry i
(output), the aggregated transaction matrix with
combined flows between industries is derived as:
bij = aij + aji.
6 Contrarily, Czamanski and Ablas (1979) argue
that Roepke et al. have identified industrial
clusters rather than complexes.
5
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region. In a subsequent regression, the error
terms of the first regression (εik) are
regressed on employment in industry j in
region k (Ejk). Using standardized regression
coefficients, setting up a symmetric matrix,
and analyzing them again resulted in 16
industrial
complexes.
Overall,
these
industrial complexes were roughly similar to
previously identified industrial clusters, with
fewer industries per complex as in the
corresponding cluster.

Locational relationships exist for pairs of
industries
which
indicate
significant
geographic association in addition to
significant
interindustry
transactions.
Interdependent complexes are identified by
tracing all included industries. Of a total of
199
industries
included,
Latham
demonstrated his method using the
electronic components complex as an
example, but failed to take the additional
step of showing how this information of the
electronic components complex can help to
develop cluster-based economic development
strategies.

Latham (1976) recognized in his study the
importance of a spatial component and
criticized the studies by Roepke et al. and
Czamanski as inadequate to address the
spatial factor due to the large size of each
economy, namely the U.S. and Ontario
economy respectively. In addition, Latham
argued that neither the study by Roepke et
al. nor the study by Czamanski is useful for
cluster-based
economic
development
strategies as the level of industrial
aggregation shrouds existing interindustry
linkages, and significant and necessary
information is lost to the policy analysts.
Hence, Latham proposed a simpler method
to address both the locational and the
interindustry linkage requirements of
industrial complexes. Location is measured
by
calculating
correlation
coefficients
between each pair of employments by
industry across 377 regions in the U.S.
Secondly, Latham neglected to do a detailed
multivariate analysis on the input-output
table and gave preference to calculating a
linkage coefficient similar to the Streit
Index. More specifically, the linkage index is
the sum of all possible four normalized
input-output flows, for the supplying and for
the receiving sector. 7 Again, the effect of
urbanization economies is accounted for
through supplementary regression analysis.

Ó hUallacháin (1984) in his cluster study of
the Washington State economy specifically
addressed contemporary criticisms towards
principal components analysis and strongly
reinstated its usefulness for industrial
cluster analysis when using input-output
tables. While Ó hUallacháin declared
principal components analysis as unsuitable
for detecting vertical relationships (i.e., colocation of successive stages of production to
avoid, for instance, transportation costs), he
stated at the same time that PCA is an
appropriate method when the focus is on
grouping industries’ sectors in accordance to
similiarities in their buying / selling patterns
which he refers to as complementary
relationships, and which result from
external scale economies combined with
industry internal agglomeration forces. In
addition, Ó hUallacháin (1984, pp. 422)
made a strong argument for the use of
regional input-output tables in the context of
regional cluster analysis: ‘Users of regional

input-output tables view functional clusters
and spatial complexes as identical
phenomena because the data are confined to
a single region’. He did R-mode and Q-mode

principal components analyses on a (49x49)
input-output table of Washington State,
supplemented by intra-group interindustry
linkage
indices;
i.e.,
Chenery
and
Watanabe’s (1958) forward and backward
linkage indices (LF, LB). Altogether, Ó

These normalized coefficients are technically
identical to the coefficients used by Czamanski as
starting point for calculating the (nxn)
intercorrelation matrix.

7
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hUallacháin derived fifteen components from
R-mode and Q-mode analyses explaining
83.0 percent and 84.1 percent of the total
variance respectively.

in particular product chains when comparing
regions to the nation. Applying the cluster
templates to North Carolina, Feser and
Bergman re-classified regional employment
and establishment data accordingly. An
improved
understanding
of
regional
constraints and requirements for economic
growth then leads to cluster-based economic
development strategies and policy portfolios
aiming at increasing regional comparative
advantage, an approach demonstrated by the
authors by means of North Carolina’s vehicle
manufacturing cluster.

Almost twenty years later, and despite the
fact
that
cluster-based
economic
development analysis made it into the
methods toolboxes of economic development
strategists in the U.S. as well as in Europe,
Feser and Bergman (2000) recognized one
major
obstacle
to
contemporaneous
industrial cluster analysis, namely (and as
mentioned earlier in this paper) the fact that
many cluster-based strategies are poorly
specified to begin with and that applied
industrial cluster analysis often boils down
to little more than identifying regional
specialization.
The
bottom
line
for
practitioners is that industrial cluster
analysis still remains, at least to some
extent, an indecipherable alternative for
identifying economic development strategies
difficult in its application. To overcome this
obstruction, the authors derived cluster
templates by applying principal component
factor analysis to the detailed 1987
benchmark US input-output accounts of 362
manufacturing industries. The outcome is a
total of 23 industrial clusters, which
according to the authors are usable as
templates for regional, manufacturing-based
economic development strategies aiming at
enhancing direct and indirect interfirm
linkages - such as buyer-supplier and import
replacement
strategies,
technological
development, cross-firm networking and
industrial park initiatives. Feser and
Bergman give preference to national
templates rather than choosing regional
input-output tables and declare sub-national
input-output tables as being too restrictive
due to the absence of non-local buying /
selling patterns (i.e., domestic exports).
According to the authors, the cluster
templates allow measuring of regional
economic
specialization
through
identification of regional strengths and gaps
vom Hofe and Chen

The question of whether or not identified
clusters fulfill the spatial ‘geographic
proximity’
characteristic
of
industrial
complexes has regained strong interest
among scholars in recent years. Feser, Koo,
Renski, and Sweeney (2001), for instance,
incorporated spatial analysis in a cluster
study by means of spatial statistical analysis
of employment patterns, the Getis and Ord
G* statistics. In a first step, the industrial
value chain clusters have been identified
through a principal component analysis on
the national input-output table. In a
subsequent
step,
the
geographic
concentration of establishments is tested
using the G*statistics. Like location
quotients, the Ellison and Glaeser index of
localization, or the spatial Gini coefficient,
the G* statistics is a simple spatial
autocorrelation coefficient to measure
geographic concentration. Calculated for
each individual county in 49 U.S. states
using cluster employment levels for the
county itself and all neighboring counties,
the G* statistics indicates cluster activities
across county boundaries. While the location
quotient is a widely accepted regional
specialization indicator, it falls short of
capturing cross-boundary cluster activities.
According to the authors, using the G*
statistics
to
measure
geographic
concentration
thus
represents
an
improvement over the more conventional
location quotient method. Feser and
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Sweeney (2002) redefined the point data
approach, the G* statistics, in a crossmetropolitan comparison of 14 MSAs of
selected manufacturing clusters. Using
chemical manufacturing activity in the U.S.,
they derive the local G* statistics using
different variants of employment data,
including chemical employment as a share of
county employment and natural log
employment of the chemical value chain, the
authors emphasize the dependence of
derived
results
on
the
population
distribution across the country. Stimulated
by Czamanski’s (1976) handling of this
urban settlement influence, Feser and
Sweeney fine-tuned the G* statistics by
using the residuals of a regression of
chemicals value chain employment on
population. The outcome is a more
discriminating pattern of localized chemical
activity in the U.S. In addition, they present
an approach for representing intraurban and
intrametropolitan clustering by means of
Diggle and Chetwynd’s (1991) D function
which tests for clustering in the presence of
The
environmental
heterogeneity. 8
importance of analyzing industrial clusters
as spatial phenomena rather than a sole
operating economic grouping of industries is
also emphasized in the work by Feser and
Luger (2002). Further, they point out that
cluster analysis is best viewed as a general
mode of inquiry rather than a narrow
technical methodology in regional economic
analysis with the specific cluster definition
and methodology depending on the
particular
policy
concerns.
Industrial
clusters must be studied twofold: i) in spatial
isolation which sheds light on regional
businesses
and
institutional
interdependencies, and as such lays the
foundation for understanding the complexity
of regional economies, and ii) in spatial
context together with a larger economic unit
(i.e., state or nation) of which the region is
part.

An innovative approach of measuring spatial
proximity is demonstrated by Lee, Liu, and
Stafford (2000). Using firm-level survey
data, the authors try to identify industrial
districts in the Cincinnati metropolitan
region through measuring local linkages, or
local-ness. Conceptually, the authors define
industrial districts following closely Wheat
(1973). To be called an industrial district,
four criteria must be met by firms in the
Cincinnati metropolitan region: i) evidence of
high degrees of spatial proximity (SP) among
firms, ii) existence of vertical linkages (VL),
iii) existence of horizontal linkages (HL), and
iv) indication of strong local labor force
linkages (LL). For each criterion, a local-ness
index number ranging from 0 – 1 is
calculated. Zero indicates no local-ness and
one indicates perfect local-ness.
Subsequently, the authors computed a
composite Industrial District Index (IDI)
from these four local-ness indices. 9 Based on
survey data from 71 individual
manufacturing plants, the authors found
patterns of highly spatially-clustered
manufacturing industries (SP = 0.9) in
Cincinnati. Confirming prior expectations,
they also found that horizontal linkages (HL
= 0.31) are more important to firms than
vertical linkages (VL = 0.16). However, very
interesting is the author’s finding that,
despite a high spatial proximity index, the
relatively low local-ness indices of vertical
and horizontal linkages do not support the
argument for the existence of industrial
districts in Cincinnati. Based on these
findings, the authors conclude that the
industrial district concept is questionable at
the metropolitan level and below. Defining
the region is of major importance in applied
industrial district analysis and there is no
one spatial scale that fits all circumstances.
Among the sample studies that fall into the
third cluster concept, undoubtedly the most

For a detailed description of the D function
approach, please see Feser and Sweeney (2002).

For a detailed discussion on the methodology,
please see Lee, Liu, and Stafford (2000).
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among firms work effectively. Demand does
not have to be home demand, and related
and supporting industries do not have to be
in proximity to offer effective supplies and
services. Companies can keep in touch with
customers via fax, communicate complex
machinery specifications to suppliers over
the internet, and deliver goods just-in-time
using overnight express services. According
to Munnich et al., linkages among an
industry's firms are still important, but
those feedback mechanisms have evolved
into a different form since Porter's research.
Further, they maybe never have been that
important to begin with.

elaborate applied industrial cluster work is
the Cluster Mapping Project by the Harvard
Business School, carried out for all state /
metropolitan areas across the U.S. Following
the principle that industries group together
spatially because of external economies, the
project analogously focuses on these clusterforming externalities. The Harvard Business
School’s mapping project uses multiple
geographic
scales,
including
states,
metropolitan
statistical
areas
(MSA),
consolidated metropolitan statistical areas
(CMSA),
and
primary
metropolitan
statistical areas (PMSA). Accordingly,
geographic proximities are calculated for
each geographic level. More specifically,
every single pair of industries is correlated
with one another using 3-digit SIC County
Business
Pattern
employment
data.
Industries that indicate strong correlations
with a predetermined and prominent core
industry form the extent of this specific
industrial cluster around the core industry.
Supplementary information on national
value-chain linkages are taken from inputoutput
tables
and
specific
industry
knowledge, like expert opinions. As such, the
Harvard Business School mapping project
methodological approach resembles at least
to some degree earlier work by Czamanski
(1974, 1976) and Latham III (1976).

CONCLUSIONS AND FINAL REMARKS
The field of industrial cluster analysis has
come a long way since Isard conceptualized
the idea of an industrial district. A large
body of literature on various aspects of
industrial cluster concepts, definitions of
industrial
clusters,
and
numerous
quantitative and qualitative approaches to
identify
them
contribute
to
today’s
understanding of industrial clusters. Among
the most single influential contributions to
understanding the underlying causes for
firms and businesses to co-locate in
geographic proximity is the work of
Marshall, Hoover, and lately Porter. With
little to no disagreement on the scholarly
contributions explaining why industrial
clusters appear in the first place, cluster
concepts as well as subsequent methods of
cluster identification vary widely among
academicians
and
practitioners.
As
Doeringer and Terkla (1995) put it, there
simply exists no single correct definition of
an industrial cluster. However, most (if not
all) cluster concepts share a common
denominator: industrial clusters refer to
groups of firms, businesses, and institutions
that co-locate geographically in a specific
region and that enjoy economic advantages
through this co-location. Deviations from

Other scholars have applied Porter’s (1998)
cluster diamond framework to identify
comparative advantages for the exporting
industries. Munnich et al. (1998) utilized
location quotients to find industry clusters in
18 counties in Southwest Minnesota. After
identifying industries that have high
location quotients, Porter’s (1998) four
components in the cluster diamond are
diagnosed for each of the advantageous
industries. Comparing these results with
studies by Munnich et al. (1996, 2001) in
Southeast, South Central and Northeast
Minnesota indicate that all four components
do not have to be located within geographic
proximity to make feedback mechanisms
vom Hofe and Chen
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industrial complexes plays an important
role, as only industrial complexes are defined
as groups of industries connected in one way
or another and showing significant similarity
in their locational pattern - and as such
emphasize the spatial aspect of industrial
concentration. Proposed methods to measure
spatial proximity include regression and
correlation analysis, often based on
employment and population data. Besides
sophisticated analytical methods, qualitative
techniques - such as surveys, interviews, or
focus groups - are suitable and often applied
to detect
additional information on
interindustry relationships that are not
enclosable by means of quantitative
techniques. In addition, valuable information
on social capital entrepreneurial climate,
education and physical infrastructure, and
quality of life (to name just few factors that
influence a local business climate) can be
gained
through
qualitative
analysis
techniques.

these commonalities appear when focusing
on the interdependencies of these firms,
businesses, and institutions. Narrower by
definition are vertically-integrated clusters
where the focus is on the buyer and seller
relationships
among
enterprises.
Unsurprisingly, input-output tables are a
preferred
tool
for
identifying
these
interindustry relationships. A second and
more comprehensive type of industrial
clusters is the horizontally-integrated cluster
where industries might share one or more
factor input conditions, such as a trained
labor
force,
specialized
physical
or
information infrastructure, and/or other
similar resources. In addition, regional
demand conditions as seen in common
markets for intermediate and final products,
firm strategies, and the local business
environment
are
recognized
cluster
suppositions.
All
these
aspects
are
summarized in Porter’s now famous
Competitive
Diamond
metaphor.
Additionally,
the
literature
classifies
industrial clusters according to the type of
product and / or service they provide, the
stage of development they have achieved,
and the locational dynamics they are subject
to (Ketels, 2003).

Moreover, qualitative analysis techniques
are a suggestive supplement to quantitative
statistical analysis methods for designing
region- and industry-specific cluster-based
economic development strategies. Industrial
clusters do not evolve and mature solely
around interindustry relationships, i.e.,
buying and selling between industries.
Rather, they are a product of a large
spectrum of locational business factors as
Diamond
of
illustrated
in
Porter’s
Identifying
Competitive
Advantage.
industrial clusters and putting them into
context with respect to the prevailing
regional business climates will help provide
an understanding as to how the cluster is
embedded into the local economy. It will give
the policy-interested analysts and politician
a better understanding of how the local
economy
is
structured.
And,
most
importantly, it is a necessary and inevitable
step to translate knowledge on industrial
clusters
into
cluster-based
economic
development policies.

Usually, industrial clusters are identified
through the use of analytical techniques.
Popular, but also very limited, are location
quotients. Location quotients prove very
effective when the focus is on identifying
regional specialization as a form of
localization economies. In contrast, when
industrial
clusters
are
defined
on
interindustry linkages, a large body of
quantitative methods evolved around inputoutput tables. Here, two conceptually
different strains are well documented in the
literature: i) direct value chain linkage
analysis with focus on production chain
linkages, and ii) trading pattern analysis
where attention is paid to similarities in
buying and selling behavior of industries.
The distinction between clusters and
vom Hofe and Chen
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The fact that no consensus has emerged
regarding a single coherent cluster definition
and / or cluster methodology adds much to
the confusion surrounding contemporary
cluster analysis. Instead, cluster analysis
appears to be a broad umbrella for a wide
variety of similar, but nevertheless different
concepts and methodologies. Unfortunately,
as pointed out by Brenner (2004), when
focusing on the reasons why industries
clusters emerge, exist or decline, local
industrial clusters have only little in
common. A deeper understanding of how
firms benefit from co-locating is necessary to
avoid confusion, formulate a meaningful
cluster concept, and select the appropriate
cluster methodology. But even a sound and
theoretically grounded cluster concept may
still admit confusion because, and as noted
by Gordon and McCann, no single cluster
concept is able to explain the emergence,
existence or decline of all industrial clusters.
Based on an empirical analysis, the authors
suggest fine-tuning of existing cluster
approaches.
For
instance,
pure
agglomeration with its diffuse, unstable and
unrecognized linkages needs to add a spatial
externality
measure
using
aggregate
production functions. Industrial complex
analysis with its focus on production links
can improve its local embeddedness by
accounting explicitly for factor inputs. It
appears that no single cluster concept is
uniquely applicable for any cluster study. In
addition, the purpose of any study – whether
it is a general regional cluster study trying
to identify all available clusters or a study of
the nature of one pre-selected single cluster
– will play a key role for determining the
appropriate
cluster
concept
and
methodological approach.
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